Introduction. In this paper we consider uniform spaces in which also a measure p is defined and which possess certain topological properties either to the full extent or only "essentially" ("ess."), i.e. to within sets of measure zero, in a sense to be defined below. We shall define such notions as "ess. metrizability", "ess. separability", etc. Conditions for the ess. metrizability of a uniform space T will be established for the case where T is "ess. separable" and p is a c-finite extension of a Borel measure.
neighborhood base consisting of open sets Nx [also written as N'(x)], where i runs over some index set J, one and the same for all x.(4) Such a space is said to be uniform, and J is called its grader, if J is a directed set (5) and if, in addition to "x e N'x\ the following postulates hold:
1.1. i ^ j (i,jeJ) always implies Nx ^ NJX. 1.2. x e N'y implies y e N'x. 1.3. For each jeJ, there is /ce J such that z,yeNk (xeT) implies zeNJ.
The family of all Nx (xeT,ieJ) is called the neighborhood system of T, denoted by (N, J) or briefly by N. Accordingly, we write (T,N,J) for T. If another letter Q (boldfaced) replaces N, the same letter serves to denote the neighborhoods Q'x. J is said to be quasi-countable if it has a cofinal subset J' of type co.(6) In a (pseudo) metric space, J is the set of all positive integers, and N'x is the sphere of radius 2~' about x, as a convention.
II. We shall denote by m a non-negative countably additive measure on a (T-algebra M of subsets ("measurable sets") of a set SeM. The triple (S,M,m) is called a measure space; m is said to be topological (with respect to a topology in S) if all Borel sets in S are measurable. Every mapping (function) / : S -* T induces a measure p in T if we define a set B çz T to be p-measurable whenever f_1(B)eM, and put pB = m(f~1(B)). We call p the f-induced measure in T and denote it by mf; it is topological iff/ is measurable; i.e., iff f~1(G)e M for every open set G çzT.
III. Let p be a measure in (T, N, J). We say that (iV, J) is p-ess. finer than another neighborhood system (Q,I) for T, and that (Q,I) is ess. coarser than (N,J), if, for each ief, there is jeJ and a p-measurable set Z; çz T (depending on i only) such that pZ¡ = 0 and AT¿ -Z, £ Qj for all x e T. If (A7, J) is both ess.
finer and coarser than(Q, I), we say that they are ess. equ ivalent.lf allZ¡ can be chosen empty, we replace the term "ess." by ""uniformly" in these definitions. (T,N,J) is said to be p-ess. metrizable if (N,J) is ess. equivalent to some (Q, I) under which T is uniformly metrizable. Similarly for pseudometrizability. Tis called ess. separable if(N, J) is ess. equivalent to some (Q, I) under which Thas a dense countable subset.
IV. A net of functions {fk\ke K} from a measure space (S, M, m) to a uniform space (T,N,J) is said to converge ess. uniformly to /on a set D çz S if, for each j e J, there is kj and a set Zj e M (mZ¡ = 0), depending on j only, such that /t(x) e NJ(f(x)) for all x e D -Z¡ and k ^ fc». Notation: /t -»/ (ess. unif.)(7), / is (4) The assumption that the Af¿ are open, and Axiom 1.2 below, are redundant and have been introduced for convenience only. Cf. [15, pp. 7-9] ; [l,p. 131, Un].
(5) I.e. a partially ordered set in which any 2 elements have an upper bound.
(6) It suffices that J have a countable cofinal subset with no last element. This definition applies to all directed sets J (e.g. also in nets).
(7) Frumkin, [5] , permits the sets Z¡ to depend on k (i.e. on/k) as well. In this case we shall speak of ess. uniform convergence in the weaker sense and write fk->f (ess. unif. w.). A similarnotation willbe used for ordinary uniform (unif.), pointwise (ptw.) and (a.e.) convergence.
ess. uniformly continuous on D £ S (with respect to a neighborhood system (Q, I) in S) if, for each j e J, there is i = i(j) e I and Z¡ e M (mZ} = 0), depending on j only, such that f(x) e JV j(j(y)) whenever y e D and x e (D n (Tf) -Z¡(8).
2. Essential metrization. We say that (T, N, J) is first-countable if (JV, J) is uniformly equivalent to some (Q,I) with a quasi-countable 7 (9) . T is said to be uniformly nested (ess. nested) if (N,J) is uniformly (ess., respectively) equivalent to some (Q,I), with a totally ordered f(10). (H) An i'e /satisfying the last condition exists also if (N,J) is only uniformly equivalent to some (Q,I) with /totally ordered. Then /, too, has no countable cofinal subsets (weexclude the t rivial case where / has a maximum) ; and we can replace the NJpkr by smaller Qpk""3.Qp°'3.Np.
(12) We can slightly modify the lemma to say that Np-Npçz zp, (pZpj = 0) for all jeJ. Then it holds also if p. is only "ess. topological"; i.e. topological under some (ß,/) which is ess. equivalent to (JV,/).
Proof. As every pseudometric space is uniformly nested, the condition is necessary. To prove sufficiency, assume that (N, J) is ess. nested, i.e., ess. equivalent to some uniform system (Q,I), with / totally ordered; and that (N, J) is also ess. equivalent to some uniform system ( U, K) under which T has a dense countable subset {pi,p2,---}. It suffices to show that (T,Q,/) is ess. pseudometrizable. Thus (recalling footnote 12) we lose no generality by assuming that J itself is totally ordered. We shall also assume that J and K have no last elements or countable cofinal subsets (otherwise, all is trivial).
By 2.1, we find, for each p", an i"eJ, with (A/p'^ -NJPn) çz. z'nj ipZ'nJ = 0) for all jeJ.
The i" must have (as in 2.1) an upper bound ieJ, so that NlPn -NJPn £ z'nJ, for all j and n. The essential equivalence of (N,J) and iU,K)
then easily yields an a e K (henceforth fixed) such that, for all k e K, 2.2.1. For each k e K, we now put Xk = LL t(1>T * -Uk), Yk = U"°°= x(VPn~ Uk¿ ').
, ,00 *n Then, by 2.2.1, Yk çz {J" = yZ"k = Zk, pZk = 0. We shall now show that 2.2.3. Xk ci yk s zk ik e K, pZk = 0). Indeed, if yeXk, then ye 17*+1 and y$ Uk for some xe T. By density, there is p"e Uk+1 £ Ux+1 (for a + 1 ^ k + 1). Thus, by 2.2.2, yeU*Pn. Also, y$ t/*n+1; for y,xeUkpy would imply yeUk, whereas y$Uk. Thus yeUPn-U^1, i.e., y e Yk, and 2.2.3 is proved. Now let K' = {ky,k2,---} where ky = a + 1 and kn + i = k" + l> k", n = 1,2, ■•». The sets Uk, with keK', form a first-countable neighborhood system for T, graded by K'; we denote it by iV,K'). It is uniform since it inherits the properties 1.1, 1.2, and 2.2.2 (hence 1.3) from iU,K). Thus (T, V,K') is a first-countable uniform space, hence uniformly pseudometrizable. By definition, Vk= Uk for keK'; thus (K,K') is uniformly coarser than iU,K). To show that it is also ess. finer (hence ess. equivalent to iU,K) and (A7,./)), it suffices to prove that Uk 3 V\} -Zk= Ux+1-Zk, for keK and xe T.
Let then ye l/"0+1 -Zk. By 2.2.3, y$Xk; so, by the definition of Xk, y is in none of the sets Ux+1 -Uk (xe T). Hence, as ye I/"*1, we must have ye UkXo.
Thus, indeed, Ux 3 I7*' -Zk, q.e.d. This completes the proof. Note 1. Continuing the process, we can replace (V,K') by a first-countable system (Q,I) such that I £ J and Q'(x) = N'(x) for all xeT and i el. Indeed, by the ess. equivalence of (V,K') and (N,J), there is, for each/ceK', an ikeJ and Zl £ T iuZ'l = 0), with iVik(x) -Z"k £ F*(x) for all x e T. This very formula ensures that the N'k(x) form a system which is ess. finer than (V,K') and (N,J), hence ess. equivalent to both (being coarser than (N,J)). As in the proof of 2.2, the ik can be so chosen that they preserve Axioms 1.1-1.3. Setting I = {ik\ke K'} and Q'(x) = JV'(x) for i e I, we obtain the required first-countable uniform system (Q,I). Thus T becomes uniformly pseudometrizable when its neighborhood system (N,J) is reduced to (Q,I), Q=lN.
Note 2. Theorem 2.2 holds also if the measure p is only "ess. topological"
(cf. footnote 12).
3. Egoroff's Theorem. A straightforward application of the definitions given in §1 yields the following lemma: 3.1. Lemma. Let f be a function from a measure space (S,M,m) to a uniform space (T,N,J). If f is the ess. uniform limit (possibly in the weaker sense) of a net of functions, or if f is ess. uniformly continuous, or ess. continuous (with respect to a neighborhood system (U,K) for S), then f remains so also when (U,K) is replaced by some m-ess. finer system, or (N,J) is replaced by an mf-ess. coarser system (with m¡ the f-induced measure in T).
We can now obtain our intended extensions of Egoroff's theorem. Our objective is twofold: (1) to obtain these extensions, which seem to us of a certain interest themselves; (2) to illustrate the application of our "ess. concepts" in measure theory.
3.2. Theorem. Let {fk\keK} be a net of measurable functions from a measure space (S,M,m), with mS < co, into a uniform space (T,N,J). If Tis separable and uniformly nested, and if fk-*f(a.e) on S, then, for every e > 0, there is a set De M such that m(S -D) < e and, moreover:
(i) fk->f (unif.) on D, provided K is countable; 00 fk~*f (ess-unif. w.) on D, provided K is quasi-countable. If, instead, T is only mf-ess. separable and mf-ess. nested, and if fis measurable then assertion (ii) still holds, while (i) changes to "(Ï) fk-+f (ess. unif.) on D, provided K is countable."
Proof. If Tis separable and uniformly nested, then it is uniformly pseudometrizable(13). Let p be a pseudometric for T. No generality is lost by assuming that fk-*f (ptw.) on S. Then/is measurable (14) ; so also is gk(x) -p(fk(x),f(x)) (13) Indeed, we may assume that T is separated (otherwise replace it by its separated quotient space). If {p"} is a dense sequence in T, we find, for each xeT, neighborhoods N'n(x), with PnÍNin{x), * -1,2, •••. Then, unless T is metrizable, there is N¡(x) ç: f)n=i.Nx" (cf. [7, p. 204,Ex.D]). AsN'ix) contains nop", it consists of x alone. Thus ris discrete, hence metrizable after all. (We are indebted to the referee for this remark and several simplifications of the proof.).
(14) The measurability of the limit function, as is easily seen, holds also for measurable functions with values in a pseudometric space.
ELIASrzAKON [September because p is continuous on T x T (a separable space)(15). Let El = {x e S | p(A(x),/(x)) ^ 2-J} e M,
and Di =p|t5n£n, for n,keK, and j = 1,2,•••. Since the directed set K is (at least) quasi-countable, it has a cofinal subset K' of order type a> (we discard the trivial case where K has a last element); for simplicity, we identify K' with the positive integers in standard order. Then the pointwise convergence fk -*f easily implies that, for each jeJ, S = {JneKDí= UbekA! (tne latter holds by the cofinality of K' in K since the sets DJ" increase with n). Now, if K is countable, the sets DJ" axe measurable, and the standard proof of Egoroff's theorem (cf. [10, p. 157], or [6, p. 88]) works, with purely notational changes, thus yielding our assertion (i). If K is only quasi-countable, then the procedure outlined in [17] , with trivial changes, yields (ii). This establishes the first part of the theorem.
Next suppose that T is only m^-ess. separable and m^-ess. nested, with / a measurable function. Then mf is a topological measure in T. By its definition, mf is also finite since so is m. Hence, by Theorem 2.2 and Note 1 to it, the neighborhood system (N,J) is m^-ess. equivalent to some (Q,I) under which Tis uniformly pseudometrizable, and which satisfies the conditions / E J and QsiV. Due to this, (Q,I) preserves the measurability of fk and /, and the convergence /* "*/• We shall now show that (T,Q,I) can be made separable by dropping from T a set of measure 0. In fact, recall from the proof of 2.2 that Thas a dense sequence {p"} under the neighborhood system (U,K), hence also under the coarser system (V,K'), constructed in that proof. From Note 1 to 2.2, we see that (V,K') is m^-ess. equivalent to (Q,I). This easily implies that, for each i el, there is Z¡ çz T (mfZj = 0), with T=(Jb°=i6(Pb)uZ¡.
As (T,Q,I) is pseudometrizable, the grader / may be assumed countable; so, for Z = U¡eTZ¡, we have mZ = 0 and T-Z = U»°°=i(ôk, -Z) for all iel. Hence, unless mS = mfT= 0, some of the Q'Pn -Z axe nonempty. Choosing qin e QlPn -Z, we construct a countable dense subset of T-Z, with T-Z treated as a subspace of T. Thus, by dropping the null sets Z and/-1(Z) from T and S, respectively, all is reduced to the case where (T,Q,I) is separable and uniformly pseudometrizable, so that the first part of the theorem applies. The second part then follows by 3.1, and all is proved.
3.3. Corollary. //, in Theorem 3.2, the functions fk and f are continuous, and the measure m is topological, there is a closed set DeM, with m(S -D) < e, and such that (with K quasi-countable in all cases):
(i*) fk~*f (unif.) on D, if T is uniformly nested and separable; (ii*) fk~*J (ess. unif.) on D, if T is mf-ess. nested and ess. separable.
(i5) This already yields our assertion (i) for sequences of functions, by simply applying Egoroff's theorem to the real functions gk (referee's remark). We need, however, a few additional details to prove 3.2 in full and to obtain our Corollary 3.3 below.
Formulae (i*) and (ii*), with D not necessarily closed, result also if the convergence fk-*f (a.e.) is monotone, i.e., such that, whenever fix) e NJf,xy holds for k = k0, it also holds for k > k0.
Indeed, the continuity of fk and / implies that the sets E[, D'" = \yJk^nEk and D = \yJj°=yDJ., defined in the proof of 3.2, are closed, hence measurable if m is topological. Hence the standard proof of Egoroff 's theorem works also if K is only quasi-countable, and yields assertions (i*) and (ii*).
In case the convergence /,. -»/ (a.e.) is monotone, we extract from K a cofinal subset / of type co, thus obtaining a subnet {fk\kel}, to which then assertion (i) of 3.2 applies. The monotonicty of the convergence then easily implies that (i) holds not only for the subnet, but for the whole net. The rest follows exactly as in Theorem 3.2. Note 1. Since the real axis is a quasi-countable directed set (under its standard order), Theorem 3.2 contains Frumkin's result [5] as a special case, with a considerable simplification of the proof. Note 2. Part (i) of Theorem 3.2 holds also with the uniform nestedness of T replaced by the following condition: "For each noncofinal countable subset IÇlJ, and each xeT, there is ixeJ, with Nlx" ç^r^jçyNi.'" The proof is the same as outlined in footnote 13, but the discrete case requires a separate treatment because the discrete metrization may not preserve the uniform structure of T in this case.
4. Lustin's theorem. In [11] and [12] Schaerf proved several variants of Lusin's theorem for functions with values in spaces satisfying the 2nd axiom of countability. His results apply, in particular, to separable pseudometric spaces and can be "translated", via 2.2 and 3.1, into propositions "essentially valid" in ess. pseudometrizable spaces, as it was done in 3.2. Since this "translation" is almost automatic, we shall limit ourselves to a few remarks and propositions in which Schaerf's own results can be improved, or his proofs can be replaced by simpler standard proofs.
A measure space iS,M, m), and m itself, are said to be regular [strongly regular], with respect to a topology in S, if, for any set A e M, and any £ > 0, there is an open set G^A iGeM), with mG z% m A + e [miG -A) < e, respectively]. Every a-finite regular measure is also strongly regular. So also is any Borel measure and its completion (least complete extension), in a space S with Urysohn's "Fproperty" ("every closed set is a Gá-set"), provided that S is cr°-finite, i.e. S = \J¡°=yGk for some open sets GkeM, with mGk< oo, k = 1,2,---i16 4.1. Lemma. Let f be an elementary function from a regular measure space (S,M,m) (mS < oo) to a topological space T. Then, for any e > 0, / is continuous on some closed set F e M, with m(S -F) < e. If, further, T is uniform, S is pseudometrizable and m is topological, then f can be made uniformly continuous on F.
Proof. By assumption,/is constant on some disjoint sets AneM, n = 1,2, -with S = U^/4"; so Y,fmA" -mS < oo . Hence, given s > 0, there is an integer q with m(S -{Jqn = xA") < s 12. By regularity, since mS < co , there are disjoint closed sets F" Ç An, n = 1,2,■••,q, with m(A" -F") < e¡4q,F"eM.
As / is con- ///: S-*T is a measurable function from a regular measure space (S,M,m) (mS < oo) into a uniform space (T,N,J), then, for any e > 0, there is a closed set FeM such that m(E -F) < s and, moreover:
(i) f is continuous on F, provided Tis uniformly nested and separable; (ii) fis ess.continuous on F, if T is mf-ess. nested and mf-ess. separable. This continuity can be made uniform (ess.uniform, resp.) if m is also a topological measure and if, furthermore, in case (i), S is a pseudometrizable space,
